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ABSTRACT
One of the major issues that all the metropolises are facing traffic hindrances. There were several methods to overcome
congestion and many of them took several measures to eliminate traffic congestion. In all the urban areas, one of the
main challenge which has been emerged for the engineers and policy makers is the traffic congestion.Change in the
standard and quality of living of the people including the urban development and also ownership of huge number of cars
and vehicles by all the peoples have caused the congestion. The road construction and maintenance project for ERODE
City Municipal Corporation is a development program for the improvement and extension of the city’s road network and
its environment. The project objectives are to provide adequate facilities for present and expected future automobile
discipline through extensive improvement works and new construction works with the main concept of "GO GREEN".
This report founds that the project is technically sound and the cost estimates are realistic. This project helps to improve
the road transport conditions in order to promote safe and reliable transportation and economic growth.
KEYWORDS: Traffic, Transportation, Go Green, Prioritize, Dynamic.

INDRODUCTION
Urbanization is a combination of factors such as industrialization, growing  per capita income, division of
labour, specialization, economies of scale, technological advancement, upgradation of skills, well-knit market
network, emerging service sector, etc. Thus, urbanization is the outcome of growth process of both people and
the economy of the city. Erode will offer the highest quality of living to its populace through transparent
governance, effective urban planning, provision of inclusive efficient best-in-class planning, provision of
inclusive efficient best-in-class services and seamless mobility while nurturing a balanced economy and a
pristine urban environment.

AIM AND OBJECTIVE
To design and create a 3D model of ERODE Prime roads which includes GH Junction area, Kaalaimadusilai
Roundabout area, Bus stand and surrounding area and Panneerselvam park including market.

The main objective of the project is to provide urban development for the existing Erode City Municipal
Corporation.
To provide adequate facilities with future development schemes,
 To ensure safe and sustainable environment with eco-friendly technology.
 To comparatively increase road usage by eliminating traffic with proper lane separation.
 To provide free public wireless internet facilities.
 To develop the present condition of Perumpallamoodai.
 To place multilevel car parking in places where there is high traffic and also in congested areas.

NEED FOR URBAN DEVELOPMENT
1. The purpose of the Urban Design Improvement Plan is to prioritize our goals and set a course of
action aimed at building better communities.
2. Urban design objectives for specific areas expected to “see the most change over the next few years”.
3. Vision of the Plan: “Enhancement of Living Standards and Safety of Citizens”.
The Plan will provide a series of strategies for key elements in the public including:
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 Higher level Transport systems
 Multi Level Infrastructure
 Power consumption
 Adequate Water facilities
 Footpath with Utilities Service Zone
 Street landscaping
 Ducting facilities
 Signage
 Junction Improvement
 Vehicle parking
 Cycle Lane
 Public art
 Underground cabling
 Sidewalk
 Roadside open space
 Street furniture
 Greenery
 Park, playground

ERODE PROFILE
Erode city, located in the western part of Tamil Nadu, is the district headquarters of Erode district. The city
extends over an area of 110 sq. km and lies between river Cauvery on the east and NH 47 on the west. The
city is referred to as the "Loom city” or "Tex-Valley” for its handloom, power-loom textiles and ready-made
garments industry. The District is lying in between 10-35' and 11-60' of north latitude and 76.49' and 77.58' of
East longitude and 171-91' meters above the mean sea level. As many as 32 commercial banks with a network
of 192 branches are functioning in the district. Industries and Trade naturally occupy a place of prominence in
the economy of the district. Highways and Rural Works Department and local bodies continue to maintain all
kind of roads besides maintaining culverts and bridges. Agriculture is a major occupation of the district and is
famous for Turmeric cultivation.

IDENTIFIED AREAS
1. Prime Roads Connecting GH Junction Area
2. KalaimaaduSilai Roundabout Area
3. Bus Stand and Surrounding Area
4. PanneerSelvam Park Area including Market
SELECTED LOCAL AREA: “PANNEER SELVAM PARK INCLUDING PERIYAR NAGAR AND BROUGH ROAD”

ERODE PLAN LAYOUT

Fig 1: Image
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POPULATION
As per provisional reports of Census India, population of Erode in 2011 is 157,101 of which male and

female are 78,222 and 78,879 respectively. Although Erode city has population of 157,101; its urban /
metropolitan population is 521,891 of which 261,630 are males and 260,261 are females.

DATA COLLECTION AND FIELD WORK
Table 1. Percentage Of Vehicles

S NO MODE PERCENTAGE (%)

1 Public Transport 30

2 Walk 27

3 Two Wheeler 23

4 Car 7

5 Auto / Three Wheeler 7

6 Bicycle 6

TOTAL 100

Survey work including site investigation has been done.

SOFTWARE USED
REVIT
Revit – the latest innovation in (BUILDING INFORMATION MODELLING) BIM – is taking an already
impressive piece of programming to the next level with a new array of features and capabilities. The three
ways Revit takes computer aided drafting into the 21st century includes increased efficiency, flexible and
dynamic and multi-talented.

Revit has changed the architecture design, drafting and modelling processes by accomplishing substantial
improvements in precision and efficiency. With Revit software, architectural designers can now rapidly sketch
out rough layouts of a floor plan, or make changes to the standard set of building designsRevit allows all
project data to be stored in a single project file, permitting multiple users to work on the same project file and
merge their changes with every save.The program can be used to facilitate design, construction, procurement,
pricing, life safety, ongoing maintenance, facility management and much more.

PRACTICAL APPROACH
Adding all the amenities that are essential for the present and the future needs of the people, though they are
present now in order to enhance with all the new technologies in them, we have initiated with new set of ideas
and current trends into our project.

SMART DUSTBIN
Dustbin is a very important and basic need used in all public places and houses. We have seen many of the
dustbins with no proper maintenance. The type of dustbin used here will compress the garbage automatically
and minimises the usage of space of the waste. When the maximum level is reached, no more waste can be put
inside. When particular maximum level is reached, intimation will be provided at a LED display in it.
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SMART DUSTBIN

Fig 2: Image

ROADSIDE VEGETATION
Roadside vegetation plays a major role in control of erosion, ensuring aesthetic benefits, protection against
snow being blown-in, reducing glare, reduces the level of pollution, strengthening the road grade line, creating
a noise reducing barrier, decreasing the power of the wind and providing a habitat for animals. It decreases the
force of the rain drops and the speed of water flow, filters chemicals from the flowing water, increases the
penetration of water into the soil and increases the evapotranspiration (vertical movement of water to the
atmosphere).

Road Side Vegetation

Fig 3: Image

SOLAR ROADSIDES
Solar panels were provided above the lamp post and also in the lane separation where it provides electricity
for the glowing of lamp post lamps and signals with much standard of redemption of electricity usage.
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Solar Panels

Fig 3: Image

LAMP POST
Lamp post is provided at certain distances on both the sides at certain needed points and in the middle

of the roads. Moreover they are installed with solar panels for redemption of electric usage and have the
capability to automatically turn ON and OFF. Also a charging plug point for the public is also provided. This
power source is made to use of solar power and it cannot be misused by public for un-economical use as it is a
low output socket. This offers a solution to the residents and travellers to charge their mobile phones etc
during their travel.

Road Centre Lamp Posts                                     Lamp Post with Power Socket

Fig 4: Image Fig 5: Image

REST ROOMS (BIO TOILETS)
Rest room for both the gender including physically challenged are provided at places like crowded areas

and also in all the bus stops at certain intervals.

The key idea here provided is the instalment of “Silica gel pads” in urinals and toilets, this makes the liquid
wastes and faecal matter to slip away on its passage so easily. The faecal matter are passed into
compartmented septic tanks this allows only the solid matter to settle down in a tank and excess water is
allowed to pass into the other tank and frequent cleaning is not necessary as the waste water is let-out into the
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public sewers, by this technique water usage is reduced much more.

Public Restrooms

Fig 6: Image

MULTI-LEVEL CAR PARKING
The population rate is increasing day by day in all the countries including India. This increase in

population caused the vehicle congestion where there is no place to park vehicles. To overcome this, multi
level car parking is introduced in places where there is heavy traffic. The availability to park higher number of
vehicles in a smaller place is a great advantage of reducing parking problems. This is alternatively known as
parkade and contains number of floors or levels for parking by using the hydraulic machineries.

Multi Level Parkade

Fig 7: Image

DEVELOPMENT OF PERUMPALLAM OODAI
All the sewage water from the erode city is entered in the perumpallamoodai, which was a water stream once.
Nowadays the city habitants sorted out the quick way of waste disposal into the stream, as a result now the
water source has turned up into a sanitary landfill area, in order to minimize the load of the waste water a
Screen chamber is placed in the sewage line before the point of entry of water to the stream. This helps in
preventing the entry of large floating particles and also reduces the waste content load to the stream. Thus
self-purification capacity of the perumpallamoodai is increased. Frequent removal of solid waste from the
stream is mandatory. Although there must be proper awareness and ways to prevent depletion of water bodies.
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Future has left away few resources to live but these actions seem to be destructive to the present itself.

Screen Chamber

Fig 8: Image

WIRELESS INTERNET SERVICES
There are many cities in which the whole city is provided with Wi-Fi facility. The city which

implemented this is Mysore city which covered the whole city and the nearby villages with fast wireless
internet access to the public. In erode, Wi-Fi accessibility is provided in the bus stop and mostly all the
important places that were covered under this project. This helps people to stay updated in current affairs and
gain social knowledge easily.

The Wi-Fi setup boxes are installed in certain lamp posts at a fixed signal range to assure good internet access
at every point. Moreover the power source to this setup are also utilised from the solar panels in the lamp
posts itself.

Wi-Fi Router Box

Fig 9: Image

PARKING IN ROUNDABOUT
Due to increased congestion near the roundabout and its surrounding areas, parking facility is

introduced in the roundabout. In case of heavy traffic where people cannot access the other side of the road,
the roundabout provides way for the people to pass through it without facing any vehicular hurdles from all
sides of road.
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If the roundabout is quite larger both two wheeler as well as four wheeler can be parked in it with minimizing
of peak time parking hazards. Green gardening can also be provided inside the roundabout in some cases
where it would suggest for pleasing aesthetic look.

Roundabout with Parking facility

Fig 10: Image

SMART ROADS
Roads are the guidelines of urbanization, it cannot be merily fullfilled without developing road

infrastructure. New road networks can be laid down and mostly the existing roads can be reconstructed with
smarter ideas. The smart road concept includes the following,

 Proper lane seperation
 Glowing lanes
 On Road indicators
 Road side signage
 Anti Glaring light systems
 Automobile On-Speed monitor
 Traffic level monitor
 Go Green concept Roads
 Anti Slip Texture
 Green Valley Signaling system

CONCLUSION
Urbanization is the best way in the development of a new environment as alter for the present case. This
development requires substantial research and development to achieve what is needed. Green road approach is
sustainable way which also requires maintenance of the roads by the locals. In this, the active participation of
people is essentially needed to assure the standard of urbanization, not only government can take all the
initiative to succeed it. Concreted infrastructure cannot alone grow a healthy environment and also same level
of greenery must be guaranteed much as possible. The development depends how far the urban codes have
reached the nation’s economic growth in all sectors.
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